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The Trophy Homes Linked to Chinese
Conglomerate HNA Group
As Chinese conglomerate HNA Group works to raise capital, its executives and a company headed by the
CEO’s brother own trophy homes throughout metro New York, including four pricey residences at One57

Chen Guoqing and his company, Paci ic American Corp., own four pricey residences at One57. PHOTO: DOROTHY HONG FOR
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
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The ﬁnancial travails of the giant Chinese conglomerate HNA Group Co., which is currently
trying to unload its overseas holdings, are casting a spotlight on a vast portfolio of luxury
homes owned by executives of HNA and a U.S. company run by the brother of its chairman.
HNA has racked up signiﬁcant debt from a long international acquisition spree. While the
company has been moving to sell a large chunk of commercial assets, executives at HNA and the
U.S. company are sitting on nearly $200 million in luxury homes throughout the New York
metro area, according to a review of property records by The Wall Street Journal. That’s a large
portfolio for a group of owners connected to one foreign company, though it isn’t clear that any
of the homes would ﬁgure in HNA’s asset sales.
A limited-liability company that traces back to HNA chief executive Adam Tan, also known as
Xiangdong Tan, paid $14 million for a Greenwich, Conn., mansion on 4½ acres in 2013, the
records show. The property has indoor and outdoor pools, a grass tennis court and gardens.
Mr. Tan owns several Manhattan homes in his own name, including a unit at 2 River Terrace in
Battery Park City and another on East 49th Street, property records show. He paid a total $3.5
million for both units, records show. A spokesman for HNA declined to comment on behalf of
the company and Mr. Tan for this article.
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In 2010, Paci ic American spent $18.45 million on two condominiums at 80 Columbus Circle, property records show. PHOTO:
DOROTHY HONG FOR THE WALL STREET JOURNAL

Chen Guoqing, the brother of HNA chairman Chen Feng, and a company Chen Guoqing heads
called Paciﬁc American Corp., have purchased more than 20 homes in New York and New Jersey
over the past two decades through various limited-liability companies, the Journal’s review
shows.
Those deals include four pricey residences at the megatower One57, the Billionaire’s Row
megalith where owners include titans of industry such as Michael Dell and Bill Ackman. The
units were purchased for a combined $151.34 million in 2014 and 2015, the records show.
Other purchases include units in the Time Warner buildings at Columbus Circle and the Park
Imperial Tower in midtown Manhattan. The limited-liability companies recorded as the
purchasers link back to Chen Guoqing and Paciﬁc American through signatories on title
documents. Chen Guoqing’s wife, Ming Lui, also owns a unit at 50 Riverside Boulevard on the
Upper West Side, which she bought for $2.692 million in 2015, the records show.
It is unclear whether the purchases were investments by the company or by Chen Guoqing
personally. Neither he nor Paciﬁc American responded to requests for comment, and Ming Lui
couldn’t be reached for comment.
Chen Guoqing serves as a trustee on the board of the Asia Society, a nonproﬁt organization that
promotes cultural and business partnerships. In a biography of Mr. Chen on the group’s
website, Paciﬁc American is described as a subsidiary of HNA. However, representatives for
HNA have previously said that Paciﬁc American is an independent company that acquires
airplane parts for an HNA subsidiary, Hainan Airlines.
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In 2003, Paci ic American and Mr. Chen purchased two units at the Park Imperial building at 230 West 56th St., records show.
PHOTO: DOROTHY HONG FOR THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
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been trading at a
signiﬁcant
discount to their
original sales
prices in recent
months,
according to

property records, due in part to a glut of luxury inventory on the market in Manhattan.

“If they’re priced right they’ll go, but it’s always better if you’re the only person swimming in
the pool,” said Donna Olshan, a luxury Manhattan broker. “It’s certainly not a scenario for
pushing the prices up.”
The number of contracts signed on Manhattan properties priced at $4 million or more fell 15%
in the ﬁrst quarter of 2018 compared with the same period last year, according to data compiled
by Ms. Olshan.
—Kate O’Keeﬀe contributed to this article.
Write to Katherine Clarke at katherine.clarke@wsj.com
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